On the dispersion characteristics of slow waves supported by the waveguide configuration of a dielectric sandwiched between two plasma slabs
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Abstract

We derived a general equation governing the spectra of electrostatic surface plasmons supported by a waveguide structure of two identical plasma slabs separated by a dielectric medium. The plasma slabs are parallel, homogeneous, and have finite thicknesses. The geometry under consideration supports two surface plasmon modes, which we investigated numerically for Polyethylene $\varepsilon_d = 2.25$ and vacuum $\varepsilon_d = 1$ as central regions. With vacuum as a central region, the two surface plasmon modes become coupled and merge into the well known single mode of quasi-static frequency $\omega = 0.707\omega_p$. The surface plasmon modes in the presence of a Polyethylene are decoupled and remain nondegenerate over the whole range of $kd$. Therefore, the two plasmon modes propagate independent of each other with distinct quasi-static resonance frequencies, namely, a backward wave with $\omega = 0.707\omega_p$ corresponding to a single plasma-vacuum interface and a forward wave with $\omega = \frac{\omega_p}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_d}} = 0.55\omega_p$ corresponding to a single plasma-dielectric interface. Increasing the central region width is found to introduce a delay in reaching the quasi-static resonance frequencies. The effect of collision is to down shift the mode frequencies for long wavelengths and also to down shift the quasi-static frequencies.

1. Introduction

Plasma surface waves (PSW) as proper modes of bound plasmas are considered of great importance in different subfields and applications of plasma, such as plasma sources [1], plasma diagnostics [2], plasma produced by lasers, and microelectronics [3]. PSW appear and propagate along the interface separating two different media of positive and negative permittivities, such as the interface between a plasma and a dielectric [4, 5, 6]. The surface wave field decays in both media as it moves inside each medium and away from the interface between them. However, at the interface, the surface wave appears as a periodic surface structure with amplitude reaching a maximum value.

Plasma surface waves were studied intensively in the past decades. The waves were investigated and solutions to the wave equation were obtained for different plasma conditions, such as warm and cold plasmas, magnetized and unmagnetized plasmas [4, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The electrostatic slow wave solution is valid for phase velocities much below the speed of light, namely, $v_p \ll c$. In the presence of an external static magnetic field, the spectrum of the surface waves along a plasma-vacuum interface were obtained in different directions [7]. Thermally excited surface plasma wave modes on a metal film surrounded by two identical media have been discussed theoretically and verified experimentally [11, 12].

A detailed study of the modes supported by a metal film sandwiched between dielectrics of relatively high dielectric constants was carried out by S. Sital, et. al., [13]. Antisymmetric and symmetric surface wave modes were found to be supported only when the difference between the dielectric constants was low, while at higher differences, the symmetric bound mode is found to change into a leaky mode.

The electrostatic surface waves of a single collisionless plasma slab, which is bound symmetrically by two dielectrics, were studied by Alsharif et. al. [14]. Surface waves that correspond to symmetric and anti-symmetric modes were observed and the spectra of these modes were shown to be different in the long wavelength limit. Recently, transverse electric waves for a plasma slab sandwiched between two ferrite films have been investigated [15]. The dispersion relation of the surface waves were obtained theoretically, and plots for the effective wave index versus propagation frequency were obtained by numerical calculations in the frequency range where Voigt permeability function has negative values. The results showed two propagation regions around a gap whose width depends on the wave index and the thickness of the plasma slab.

Present article is concerned with the splitting of surface modes supported by the waveguide structure of two identical, parallel, collisional, and homogeneous plasma slabs separated by a central dielectric medium. In Sec.2, the model equations are presented and the spectra of possible surface modes are predicted. Numerical examples of two structures corresponding to vacuum-plasma-polyethylene-plasma-vacuum and vacuum-plasma-vacuum-plasma-vacuum will be given and discussed in sec.3. Finally we discuss the results and present the main conclusions in Sec.4.
2. Model Equations

We consider a dielectric slab of thickness $d$, that is infinitely extending in the $xy$-plane between two parallel plasma slabs of equal thicknesses $\ell$ and dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon_p$. The rest of the space is taken to be vacuum, as shown in Fig. 1. The wave equation for the electric field $\vec{E}$ in a linear isotropic medium with permittivity $\varepsilon(\omega)$ and permeability $\mu_0$ in the electrostatic limit is obtained by eliminating the contribution from displacement current. In this case the electric field obeys Poisson’s equation.

$$\nabla \cdot \vec{D} = \rho \tag{1}$$

where $\vec{D}$ is the normal electric displacement in the medium, $\varepsilon(\omega)$ is the electric permittivity, $\rho$ is the charge density, and $\mu_0$ is the permeability.

**Figure 1:** Geometry of the problem.

Without loss of generality, we will consider the surface wave modes that are propagating along the interface in $x$-direction such that

$$E_x(z) = e_x(z) e^{ikx}, \quad (1)$$

where $e_x(z)$ is the electric field amplitude, which accounts for the electric field variations with $z$. For unbound slabs in $x$ and $y$, the spatial periodic solution in exponential form with a constant propagation wavenumber $k$ represents a slow wave propagation along $x$ with no reflection. Accordingly, the equation for $e_x(z)$ in a homogeneous medium is,

$$\frac{d^2 e_x(z)}{dz^2} - k^2 e_x(z) = 0 \quad (2)$$

In the electrostatic limit for propagation along the $x$-axis, the amplitude of the normal electric $e_z(z)$ in terms of $e_x(z)$ is as given by:

$$e_z(z) = -\frac{i}{k} \frac{de_x(z)}{dz}. \quad (3)$$

From equation (3) we see that it is sufficient to solve for the electric field amplitude $e_x(z)$. For the waveguide geometry of Fig.1, the amplitude $e_x(z)$ in each slab is,

$$e_x^{(1)} = A_1 e^{kz} \quad -\infty < z \leq -\ell \quad (4)$$

$$e_x^{(2)} = A_2 e^{kz} + A_3 e^{-kz} \quad -\ell \leq z \leq 0 \quad (5)$$

$$e_x^{(3)} = A_4 e^{kz} + A_5 e^{-kz} \quad 0 \leq z \leq \ell \quad (6)$$

$$e_x^{(4)} = A_6 e^{kz} + A_7 e^{-kz} \quad d \leq z \leq d + \ell \quad (7)$$

$$e_x^{(5)} = A_8 e^{-kz} \quad d + \ell \leq z < \infty \quad (8)$$

The continuity of the tangential electric field $E_x$ and the normal electric displacement $D_z$ components at all interfaces involved yields a homogeneous system of eight algebraic equations of the eight unknown integration constants $A_1$ thru $A_8$. Upon solving the equations of the homogeneous $8 \times 8$ system simultaneously, we obtain the following effective dielectric function, which characterizes all possible electrostatic modes of Fig.1,

$$\varepsilon_p^{(\pm)} = -\frac{1}{2} \left( \varepsilon_d \tanh \frac{kd}{2} + 1 \right) \coth k\ell \pm \left( 1 + \frac{1}{2} \frac{\varepsilon_d \tanh \frac{kd}{2} - 1}{\coth k\ell - \frac{\varepsilon_d \tanh \frac{kd}{2} + 1}{\coth k\ell}} \right) \coth k\ell \tag{9}$$

Assuming the plasma slabs to be homogeneous and warm with a bulk plasma dielectric function that is given by [4, 6, 14, 16],

$$\varepsilon_p = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega(\omega - j\nu)} \tag{10}$$

where $\omega_p$ stands for the electron plasma frequency and $\nu$ for an effective collision frequency.

The general expressions for the frequencies of the modes supported by the structure are,

$$\omega_1^{(\pm)} = j \frac{\nu}{2} + \frac{\omega_p}{\sqrt{1 - \varepsilon_p^{(\pm)}}} \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{\omega_{p}^{(\pm)}}{4\omega_p^{2}} \right)} \nu^2, \quad (11)$$

$$\omega_2^{(\pm)} = j \frac{\nu}{2} - \frac{\omega_p}{\sqrt{1 - \varepsilon_p^{(\pm)}}} \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{\omega_{p}^{(\pm)}}{4\omega_p^{2}} \right)} \nu^2 \quad (12)$$

The modes $\omega_1^{(\pm)}$ and $\omega_2^{(\pm)}$ of equation (11) and (12) correspond to the surface plasma modes supported by the structure along the plasma-dielectric-plasma interfaces. These modes correspond to a forward and backward propagating wave modes, respectively. For positive frequencies, we will consider only the two modes $\omega_1^{(+)}$ and $\omega_1^{(-)}$. In the next section, the real parts of $\omega_1^{(+)}$ and $\omega_1^{(-)}$ will be investigated and the imaginary part will be left out of consideration since it introduces a temporal damping which is independent of the structure parameters.
3. Numerical Example

In Fig.2, we use equation (11) to plot \(\omega^{(+)}_1\) and \(\omega^{(-)}_1\) versus \(kd = 2\pi d/\lambda\) for different ratios of the central region thickness to the plasma slab thickness \(d/\ell\). The curves of Fig.2 show the mode frequencies of vacuum as a central region with \(\varepsilon_d = 1\).

The curves above the quasi-static resonance frequency \(\nu = \frac{\omega_p^2}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_d}} = \frac{\omega_p}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_d}} = 0.707\omega_p\) are for the mode \(\omega^{(+)}_1\) and those below the quasi-static value are for \(\omega^{(-)}_1\). For small values of \(d/\ell\), the two surface plasmon modes \(\omega^{(+)}_1\) and \(\omega^{(-)}_1\) become coupled at lower values of \(kd\) and merge into a single mode of quasi-static frequency \(\omega^{(+)}_1 = \omega^{(-)}_1 = 0.707\omega_p\). By increasing the width of the central region, which is vacuum in this case, the surface modes are non-degenerate over a wide range of \(kd\). For large enough \(kd\) values, they again become coupled and then merge into a single mode at \(\omega = 0.707\omega_p\) [4, 7, 14, 16].

In Fig.3, we plot \(\omega^{(+)}_1\) and \(\omega^{(-)}_1\) versus \(kd\) for different values of \(d/\ell\) and for Polyethylene as a central region with a static relative permittivity \(\varepsilon_d = 2.25\) [17]. The curves above the frequency \(\omega = \frac{\omega_p}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_d}} = 0.707\omega_p\) are for the mode \(\omega^{(+)}_1\). This plasmon mode starts from the bulk plasma frequency and propagates backward up to the quasi-static resonance frequency \(\omega = 0.707\omega_p\) for large \(kd\) values. This frequency value corresponds to a surface plasmon frequency of a single plasma-vacuum interface. The curves below the frequency value \(\omega = \frac{\omega_p}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_d}} = 0.55\omega_p\) are for the surface wave mode \(\omega^{(-)}_1\). This plasmon mode starts from low frequencies near zero and propagates forward until it reaches the frequency \(\omega = 0.55\omega_p\) for large \(kd\) values. This frequency value corresponds to a surface plasmon quasi-static frequency of a single plasma-dielectric interface.

Two effects can be observed from the curves of Fig.3. First, the surface plasmon modes in the presence of Polyethylene are not coupled over the whole range of \(kd\). These modes are propagating independent of each other with distinct quasi-static resonance frequencies. Secondly, each plasmon mode reaches its limiting frequency at small \(kd\) values for small \(d/\ell\), and by increasing the width of Polyethylene slab, the limiting frequencies are reached at higher \(kd\) values.

In Fig.4, we use equation (11) to plot the real parts of \(\omega^{(+)}_1\) and \(\omega^{(-)}_1\) versus \(kd\) for different collision frequencies \(\nu\). The curves of Fig.4 show the mode frequencies in a collisional plasma with vacuum as a central region between the parallel plasma slabs as a central region (\(\varepsilon_d = 1\)).

The presence of collisional effect introduces no changes on the coupling of the two surface modes. The effect of collision can be seen as to down shifting the mode frequencies \(\omega^{(+)}_1\) and \(\omega^{(-)}_1\) at very low values of \(kd\). For small values of \(\nu\), the two surface plasmon modes \(\omega^{(+)}_1\) and \(\omega^{(-)}_1\) become coupled and merge into a single mode of frequency \(\omega^{(+)}_1 = \omega^{(-)}_1 = 0.707\omega_p\). By increasing \(\nu\), the surface plasmon modes stay coupled and merge into a single mode with an asymptotic frequency below the non-collisional plasma value \(\omega = 0.707\omega_p\). For \(\nu = 0.7\omega_p\), for example, the modes \(\omega^{(+)}_1\) and \(\omega^{(-)}_1\) are degenerate at frequency \(\omega \approx 0.61\omega_p\).
4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the coupling of electrostatic surface plasma modes supported by two identical parallel plasma slabs separated by either vacuum or a dielectric (see Fig.1). Upon matching the electrostatic field components at all interfaces involved, we obtained a general characteristic equation for the surface plasma modes. Equation (11) shows the existence of two modes with frequencies $\omega_1^{(+)}$ and $\omega_1^{(-)}$. In Figs.2-3, we use equation (11) to plot the real parts of $\omega_1^{(+)}$ and $\omega_1^{(-)}$ versus $kd = 2\pi d/\lambda$ for different $d/\ell$ and different collision frequencies $\nu$.

Fig.2 shows the mode frequencies in a plasma with vacuum as a central region ($\varepsilon_d = 1$). At small $kd$ values, the mode $\omega_1^{(+)}$ starts from the bulk plasma frequency $\omega_p$ and the mode $\omega_1^{(-)}$ starts from low frequencies near zero. Either for small or large values of $d/\ell$, the two surface plasmon modes $\omega_1^{(+)}$ and $\omega_1^{(-)}$ become coupled and merge finally into a single mode of frequency $\omega_1^{(+)} = \omega_1^{(-)} = 0.707\omega_p$. This corresponds to a surface plasma mode of a single plasma-vacuum interface [4, 6]. The mode $\omega_1^{(+)}$ is a backward wave which tends to quasi-static frequency from above, while $\omega_1^{(-)}$ is a forward wave that resonates from below.

Fig.3 shows the real parts of $\omega_1^{(+)}$ and $\omega_1^{(-)}$ for different values of $d/\ell$ with Polyethylene as a central region with $\varepsilon_d = 2.25$ [17]. The plasmon mode $\omega_1^{(+)}$ starts from the bulk plasma frequency and reaches the surface wave frequency $\omega = 0.707\omega_p$ for large $kd$ values. This asymptotic value corresponds to a surface plasmon frequency of a single plasma-vacuum interface. The plasmon mode $\omega_1^{(-)}$ starts from low frequencies near zero and reaches the surface wave frequency $\omega = \frac{\omega_p}{\sqrt{4.25}} = 0.55\omega_p$ for large $kd$ values. This asymptotic value corresponds to a surface plasmon frequency of a single plasma-dielectric interface. The surface plasmon modes in the presence of a Polyethylene central region are decoupled over the whole range of $kd$. These modes $\omega_1^{(+)}$ are propagating independent of each other with distinct asymptotic surface wave frequencies.

The presence of collisional effect introduces no changes on the coupling of the two surface modes. However, the effect is observed to decrease the mode frequencies $\omega_1^{(+)}$ and $\omega_1^{(-)}$ at very low values of $kd$, and accordingly to decrease the quasi-static frequency. For $\nu = 0.7\omega_p$, for example, the modes $\omega_1^{(+)}$ and $\omega_1^{(-)}$ are degenerate at frequency $\omega \approx 0.61\omega_p$.
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